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K0180

4 shaped titles
120 x 120 mm

5 spreads 
+ cover

•  Moving eyes to enhance
the reading experience

•  Well-known characters
• Mythical stories
•  Format adapted to little

hands

with
Fairy Tales

moving eyes

https://catalog.caramel.be/index.php/product/k0180-fairy-tales-googly-eyes/


K0179

4 titles

210 x 230 mm

6 spreads + turning 

disc + cover

Learn
with

Sam



More info 

•  Mattel™ License / Hit Entertainment Ltd

•  Turning disc
•  Fun & educational board book

•  No need to have the License, we have it !



More info 

K0178

4 titles
150 x 150 mm

5 spreads 
+ cover

• Lovable illustrations
• With flaps
•  Educational board

books

out pops little 
Philip, who is 

all grey.

Today, the egg has started 
to move and crack.

Mummy Flamingo and 
her friends are expecting 

a pink chick, but...

Friends ‘Flap’
through life!



Ref.: K0177

•  4 titles
•  5 inside spreads + cover 
•  Board book with tab index + 
rounded corners

•  140 x 140 mm 

• Famous character
• Iconic Mattel licence
• 2+ age group
• Tabbed index

BOARD BOOKS

In this series, Barbie and 
her friends are excited to 
introduce young children to 
colours, numbers, shapes 
and jobs, all in a format 
adapted to little hands.
Join the girls to discover 
what lies under each tab. 

My First Colours, Numbers, 
Shapes & Jobs with Barbie™

© MATTEL



Ref.: K0176

•  2 titles 
•  5 spreads + cover
•  “Glow-in-the-dark” 
ink treatment

•  160 x 160 mm
•  White board 400 gsm
•  Board book binding

•  Glow-in-the-dark elements 
on all the pages

•  Short stories
•  Cute, comforting illustrations

Romeo’s House & Romeo is Hungry     “Glow in the Dark” effect
BOARD BOOKS

Romeo is a fussy hedgehog. While 
his brothers are happy to munch on snails 

and worms, Romeo prefers to eat fruit 
and seeds.

One day, his friend Lucian tells him about 
a garden near the forest where he can find 

lots of tasty seeds.



Romeo’s House & Romeo is Hungry     “Glow in the Dark” effect

Better than a nightlight, these 
books will help to light up bedtime! 
Our adorable hedgehog’s cute short 
stories will help young children 
relax before dropping off to sleep. 
The glow-in-the-dark elements will 
continue to shine when the lights 
go off!    

Romeo usually sleeps 
outside under the 

moonlit sky. He likes 
to doze off looking up 

at the stars.

But there is no way he can hibernate 
outside, or he will end up frozen solid!

But Romeo has a secret 
that he has never dared 

to tell anyone: he is afraid 
of the dark!

There is no moonlight in his hibernation 
home. Not even the slight twinkling of 
a star. Romeo is going to be plunged into 

darkness.
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Ref.: K0175

•  4 titles 
•  5 spreads + cover
•  140 x 140 mm
•  White board 400 gsm
•  Board book binding
with tab index

•  Rock-solid Mattel License
•  Famous character
•  Early learning
•  3-5 age group

My First… with Fireman Sam
BOARD BOOKS



My First… with Fireman Sam

Welcome to Pontypandy, the village where Fireman Sam, 
the now-legendary children’s hero, lives and works!
These 4 fun books with “tabs” will help to familiarise readers 
with the basics of numbers and colours, as well as teach 
them to recognise some well-known jobs and vehicles.  

© HIT Entertainment Ltd
© Prism Art & Design Ltd
© MATTEL
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On the Road 
BOARD BOOKS

Four short stories where each 
character is faced with a new vehicle. 

These cute and fun characters 
appear in each other’s stories and 
will help boost a child’s memory 
by recognising their favourite 
bunny or panda.

• 4 titles

• 4 spreads + cover + spacer on
each spread

• Size : 180 x 120 mm – white
board

• Board-book binding + shaped

Ref.: K0174 

• Short stories
• Lively characters
• Perfect size for small hands
• Safe shaping



My Friends The Animals

A great way to learn how 
to recognise animals and 
have plenty of fun through 
short and lively stories. Six 
books to delight and amaze 
toddlers… and their parents 
as well !

• 6 titles

• 5 inside spreads + cover

• Spacer on each spread

• Size : 145 x 145 mm

• White board

• Board-book binding + shaped

Ref.: K0173

• Lovely illustrations
• Simple & lively stories
• Bestselling concept and format
• Million books sold



Ref.: K0172

•  2 titles
•  6 inside spreads + cover
•  Shaped boardbook
•  140 x 184 mm 

  A Special Day
  Playtime

 
•  Simple but lively stories designed to 

boost self-confidence
• Attractive schoolbag shape
• A different activity on the last spread

School is Cool
BOARD BOOKS



ALSO AVAILABLE :

School is Cool

Follow the adventures of Luna 
and Lucas as they start out in 
preschool. Accompany them 
whether they are the centre of 
attention or contributing to a 
wider team effort!
This popular series is extended 
with 2 new storybooks to slip into 
a child’s schoolbag. 
Devised by a teacher, these books 
will give children the confidence 
they need to set out on their own 
preschool journey!

What pretty presents!
From their shapes, can you work 

out what might be inside?

Teddy bear

Rag doll

Colouring 
pencils

Guitar

Bicycle

Doll’s pram

LUNA HAS LOST HER FOOTBALL.
Can you help her find it?

Watch out, though – she can only stand on circles.
With your finger, show her the right path.
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Four delightful books that introduce 
very small children to the first concept 
of shapes, numbers, opposites and 
colours. With tabs to help children 
find their favourite scenes by 
turning pages by themselves.  

Reference: K0169

• 4 titles

• 5 spreads + cover

• Size: 140 x 140 mm 

My First Colours / Shapes / Opposites / Numbers
BOARD BOOKS

• Great to learn basic skills
• Original shape
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Join Fireman Sam and his fire crew 
and have fun by trying to match 
the corresponding pictures. Thanks 
to the interactive approach of this 
series, learning is turned into a real 
game!

Reference: K0168

• 3 titles

• 5 spreads incl. cover

• Size: 180 x 200 mm 

Match the Jobs with Fireman Sam
BOARD BOOKS

• Fun and interactive
• Educative
• Well-known license 



GERONIMO
my best friend

WHAT A  
DISASTER!

Ever since Teddy moved in, my canary has 
feared for her life… because Teddy enjoys 

staring at her and licking his lips!

One day, he even tried to gobble up  
Red Beard, my goldfish.

Sometimes  
I think I should 
have called him 

“Bandit” because 
whenever Dad 

does a barbecue, 
my greedy dog 

makes off with our 
sausages.

I wish at least he would share them with me…  
So we end up playing a quick game of chase!
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Having a pet is always an amazing 
life experience! Playing with your 
dog, hugging your cat, having an 
interesting conversation with your 
parrot or even more, to gallop in 
the fields with your pony! But, 
oops! At times, they can do some 
crazy stupid things! Nevertheless, 
they are still our most lovable 
pet in the world and nothing can 
replace the unique relationship we 
can have with them. 

Reference: K0166 

•  4 titles

•  8 spreads + cover

•  140 x 175 mm

My Best Friend… 
What a Disaster!

BOARD BOOK 

• Funny Stories
• 4 cute little stories
•  Adapted format for 

small hands 
•  Colourful illustrations



The Hedgehog 
Lazy Smurf is so tired that he has fallen asleep on 
the hedgehog’s spines! These extremely stiff hairs 
give the hedgehog a very strong protection. 
As soon as he smells danger, he immediately turns 
into a prickly ball! 

The Lion-Cub 
It’s not really safe to walk around the Savannah, 
Brainy Smurf, especially close to the lions! 
They look quite cute but they are also big predators. 
Indeed they feed on other animals. 

The Puppy 
Come on, Smurfs, this little puppy is not a horse! 
Watch out because puppies have a lot of energy 
and can be very mischievous!

They have to be trained young to learn how 
to behave properly. 

REF K0165 
BOARD BOOKS

REF C0282

REF S0174

THE SMURFS & THE ANIMALS
• Easy-to-handle format for small hands
• Cute and friendly animal pictures
• Expressive Smurfs attitude

By following our legendary blue heroes, children will have the 
opportunity to discover the animal’s world! To reinforce the 
experience, we have combined bright pictures with dedicated 
illustrations of our lovely and friendly Smurfs. With short 
explanatory texts and a touch of humour, this is certainly the 
easiest and most enjoyable method to learn about the animals 
of the farm, the forest and of the savannah! 

•  3 titles
•  8 spreads including cover
•  white board
•  140 x 205 mm 
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The friends are delighted at how successful their show 
has been.
“What a brilliant idea Mrs Fantastic had!” says Mickey.
He is proud to be able to light his friends’ way back home.

This morning, Gerald the young giraffe is in a bad mood. 
When Leo the lion cub suggests a game of hide-and-seek, 
Gerald replies:
“Stop moving about like that! You’re making me dizzy.”
Upset, the little lion shuffles away.

REF K0164 
BOARD BOOKS LITTLE EMOTIONS

• Short texts 
• Cute and fitting illustrations
• Handy format
• Enlightening and educational 

A board book series of 4 short stories describing a group of 
cute animal friends going through their day-to-day activities 
packed with emotions: Moody attitude, Anger, Jealousy and 
Fear. 
These lovely stories are wonderful for initiating  
discussions with kids about how to deal with difficult personal 
situations and problems. Managing overwhelming emotions 
and feelings does increase children’s confidence and sense 
of self-esteem. 

•  4 titles
•  8 spreads + cover
•  white board
•  160 x 185 mm
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Which is exactly what he did!
When the straw house collapsed, the first little pig fled 
and took refuge in his brother’s house.
So the wolf went over to the house made of branches, 
growling: “Poor little piggies… I’m going to huff and 
puff and blow your house down!”

Out popped the biggest, hairiest and ugliest duckling ever seen!
When the mother duck led her brood down to the pond for 
their first swim, all the other farm animals whispered “look 
how ugly that duckling is!”.

“Come in!”, said the wolf, imitating Grandmother’s voice.
Little Red Riding Hood entered the house and went over 
to the bed. Scrunching up her eyes, she said:
“Oh Grandmother… what big ears you have!”
“All the better for hearing you, my dear”, replied 
the wolf in his sweetest voice.

• 6 titles
• 160 x 185 mm
•  8 spreads + cover
• White board 

REF K0163  
BOARD BOOKS FAIRY TALES

 Bestselling fairy tales

 Adapted format for small hands 

 Cute illustrations

Where the tales live on!
With our well designed board book 
format, we bring classic fairy tales 
accessible to the little ones. Short texts 
and cute illustrations with bright colours 
to captivate the young audience. We have 
started this new collection with the 6 most 
well-known tales that parents will joyfully 
read again and again to their children.   



BOARD BOOKS - REF K0162 

SMALL BUT USEFUL
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These 6 captivating 
stories narrate the 

adventures of small but 
useful animals in their day-to-day 

life. Wonderfully illustrated, these 
lively stories are not only cute but also 
educational. Indeed, they reveal the 
usefulness of small creatures in nature. 6 titles

8 spreads + cover
White board books

160 x 160 mm
  Format adapted to little hands
  Colourful illustrations
  Short text but still informative  
and educational



Ref.: K0161

•  8 titles 
•  5 spreads + cover
•  160 x 160 mm
•  White board 400 gsm
•  Board book binding

•  Early-learning themes
•  Short stories
•  Cute, warm illustrations
•  Small format adapted to little hands

Growing up with Bunny
BOARD BOOKS

I am not scared of the dark. Not at all! 
It is Cuddles who doesn’t like waking 
up in the middle of the night.

Daddy is cleaning the house today. 
He has decided to start in my bedroom.

18



ALSO AVAILABLE :

Growing up with Bunny

Our “Bunny” series has gained two new titles. 
In the first, Bunny learns how to tidy his room; 
in the second, his parents help him to overcome 
his fear of the dark. 
As in the first 6 titles, educational messages 
are subtly scattered throughout the text to 
boost readers’ confidence!  

19
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• Eliot’s Outing
• Mateo Wants to Play
• Capucin’s Treasure
• Abbey’s Farm

In these energising adventures, little 
pictograms through the texts invite 
children to stretch like cats, walk like 
ducks and jump around the place! 
This concept is a unique interactive 
way to make little ones enjoy the 
stories while moving their bodies. It 
can be used by teachers in class or by 
parents at home.

• 210 x 210 mm 
•  6 inside spreads + index shaped

•  Helps develop child’s 
psychomotor abilities 

•  Cute little stories

•  An interactive tool for 
teachers and parents

A funny collection to keep children on the move!

READ, MOVE
& HAVE FUN! 

Reference: K0157 4 titles:
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Tembo the Baby Elephant 
Kera the Orangutan 

Previous titles:

Our little heroes Misti, Hector, Garbo 
and Molly have 2 new friends: Kera 
and Tembo! 
This bestselling series combines 
cute little stories with a small finger 
fabric doll! 
A unique combination allowing 
the children or parents to become 
actors in the story by giving life to 
their favourite animals!   

PUPPETS AT YOUR FINGER TIPS!

HAVE FUN WITH THE 
FINGER PUPPETS

R
ef

er
en

ce
: K

01
52

• Board books with a cloth puppet

• 128 x 164 mm

• 6 spreads

•  Fun and interactive

• Cute stories to attract the child’s attention

• Softness of the puppets

[Amuse-toi avec les marionnettes]

One day, Kera catches sight of 
Willy the wallaby near a big tree.

What a strange animal, he says 
to himself.

- Why do I fall all the time? 
He moans sadly.

His mummy tenderly reassures him: 
- You just need a little bit more 

practise my little Tembo.
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4 shaped titles 
of 6 spreads
+ turning disk 

Trimmed size:  
210 x 230 mm.
Extent :  
6 spreads + cover 
+ turning disk + spacer
Inside pages:  
4 colours + UV-varnish 1/0 
on grey backed board  
450 gsm.
Cover:  
4 colours + glossy 
lamination 1/0 on grey 
backed board 450 gsm.
Disk:  
4 colours + UV-varnish 1/0 
on grey board 450 gsm.
Spacer:  
Blank 1 mm. grey board

These 4 colourful board 
books are brilliant tools to 
help young children discover 
the first basics of counting, 
understanding the notion 
of opposites, discerning 
the colours and recognizing 
simple shapes.  They will have 
plenty of fun turning the 
interactive wheel designed 
to be part of the learning 
process. 

Learn to Count, the Opposites, 
the Colours, the Shapes  

with Martin 
Apprendre avec Martin (les couleurs, les opposés,...) [ref. K0150]

A winning concept 
with our hero 

Martin the rabbit!

+ A TURNING DISK!

Board books



K0148

4 new titles
145 x 145 mm

5 spreads 
+ cover

•  Small format adapted to little
hands

•  Adorable short stories
•  Million books sold
•   2525 titles series with these 4 new

books!

My

Friends
Animal
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Trimmed size:  
145 x 145 mm.  

Extent:  
6 spreads cover included 

Printing:  
4 colours on grey backed 

board 400 gsm. 

Cover:  
UV-varnished

Inside pages:  
UV-varnished 

Binding:  
board book binding + 

shaped

6 titles 

My Friends the Animals

Wonderfully illustrated, this 
series of 6 little shaped board 
books will captivate the little 
ones.   
Short and cute stories to plunge 
them into funny and wonderful 
animal stories. 

Mes amis les animaux [ref. K0148]
Board books



Notes

www.caramel.be

Board booksMARTIN’S 
ADVENTURES

AT THE FARM
IN THE FOREST
ON HOLIDAY
AT THE SEASIDE

Les aventures de Martin à la ferme / 

dans la forêt / en voyage / à la mer [K0146]

This story series describes 
four adventures of our 
newly created character 
Martin the rabbit together 
with his friend Miro the 
mole. Colourful and 
expressively illustrated, 
these short stories will 
delight and please our very 
young audience.     
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Trimmed size: 

200 x 270 mm. 

Extent: 

7 spreads + cover

Inside pages: 

4/0 + UV-varnish on  

grey-backed board 450 gsm.

Cover: 

4/0 + glossy lamination on 

grey-backed board 450 gsm.

Binding: 

Board book binding + tab 

index shaped

4 titles
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Board books

My First Puzzle Book 
Astro Rabbit - The Magic Box -  
Owl’s Night - Mole’s Party

4 titles of 6 spreads

Mon premier livre puzzle [K0141]

Trimmed size: 

152 x 184 mm. portrait

Extent: 
6 spreads + cover

Inside pages: 

4 colours + UV-varnish on grey 

backed board glued on millboard

+ jigsaw die-cut

Cover: 
4 colours + glossy lamination on 

coated paper 130 gsm.

Binding: 
Padded case bound board book  

A classic puzzle board book 
series that will entertain 
our young readers. The 
combination of short and 
cute animal stories with 
the 6 piece puzzles on 
every other page will keep 
them captivated for hours 
in the fairy world of our 
characters. 
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